John of God / João de Deus
Casa de Dom Inácio de Loyola
Abadiânia, Brazil

In September 2014 I visited John of God in the Casa in Abadiânia, Brazil. I went there to recover
from a very stressful time in my IT business and to find answers and healing for some of my open
issues. What I saw and experienced there was far beyond my imagination. I underwent two spiritual
interventions (operations). One physical and one non-physical. This is my report about the two most
mysterious weeks of my life.
From the moment when I booked the journey to the last moment when I arrived home all was
totally blessed. I felt guided and protected the whole time. A total trust was there that everything
will be arranged and nothing will go wrong. And it was exactly so.
When I started to read the guide of the Casa which was provided by my tour guide I immediately
felt the strong presence of João in my room in Germany. It was as if he stands beside me smiling :-)
I had only one week to prepare for the trip but all things I needed were found easily. I never
searched a long time for something. Then 3 days before my departure suddenly my caffeine
addiction was gone completely, I just stopped drinking coffee for no apparent reason. Not only
stopped this desire there was also a complete understanding of the mental processes and past
decisions that have lead to this addiction.
Then I had to decide about vaccinations. I studied articles about Brazil and the dangers there. It was
horrible: yellow fever, hepatitis, dengue fever, malaria and others. I thought I will never come back
alive from this adventure. But I relaxed, turned inwards and felt into this journey. How does it feel,
is there really danger? The answer was absolutely clear: no danger, all is protected, no vaccinations
are needed. So I forgot all about it.
I booked a flight with TAP Portugal via Lisbon. The price for this flight is between 1000,- and
1300,- Euro. Our travel guide was Beatrice from lichtfluss.org in Switzerland, probably the best
travel guide (Angel) on this planet ;-) She took care for the group in such a loving and professional
way I have not experienced before.

Brasilia
Before we proceeded to Abadiânia our group visited some interesting tourist spots in Brasilia, the
capital of Brazil:

In contrast to most capitals Brasilia was planned from the ground up. This was done by architect
Oscar Niemeyer who also designed many of the unusual buildings of the town like this suspension
bridge.
Brasilia is divided into several areas, like shopping area, religion area, government area and others.
For example in the religion area you find many many churches, one church after another. Because
the city ist relatively young and was planned right from the beginning there is no historic center. In
contrast you find large streets and all is made with much space in between.
On the picture, if you look closely you see on the right side at the horizon a huge building. This
building has the shape of a flower with two leafes. It is the house of a television transmitter.

This is the dome of the Cathedral of Brasília. Although it is a catholic building the design is very
modern and it has a fantastic light and uplifting energy inside. There are almost no tourists and very
less visitors in general. So we could sit there and enjoy the place.

Also from the outside it looks spectacular. No one would ever image that his is a catholic church!

What you see here is the sanctuary of Santuário Dom Bosco. This church is dedicated to the patron
saint of Brasilia Dom Giovanni Melchiorre Bosco.
On the left side in the background is a white statue of him. This statue looks so alive that standing
in front of it you have the impression that he sees you. Some even tell that he speaks to the visitors
in front of the statue. The next picture is a closeup view. We were sitting in this hall meditating for a
while. It has a deep magical atmosphere.

The statue of Dom Giovanni Melchiorre Bosco in the sanctuary of Santuário Dom Bosco of
Brasilia. Does this really look like a dead piece of stone?

A beautiful female statue on the right side of the altar in the sanctuary of Santuário Dom Bosco of
Brasilia.

Our last stop in Brasilia before we went on to Abadiania, the Temple of Good Will. This place is
dedicated to all major religions of the world, where all come together. It looks like a building on
Mars but it's on earth in Brasilia.

Abadiânia
Finally we arrived in Abadiania, about 100 kilometers south of Brasilia, the goal of our trip. We
lived in the Pousada Catarinense, a lovely place with lots of plants, flowers and parrots.

Even a termite hill was integrated in the garden ;-)

This was our home for the coming two weeks. These days however were definetely no holidays, it
was hard inner work. The area around the Casa in Abadiania has such a high energy that you get
"cooked" almost 24 hours a day. What ever is "in the queue" you get strong invitations to look at it.
And most of us of course have come here to do exactly that, to get healed, to find answers and
transformation.
Each week from Wednesday to Friday are the Casa days. During these three days the treatments in
the Casa take place. People from all over the world come here to find relieve and healing.

In the morning around 8 o'clock all the visitors have gathered in the entrance hall of the Casa. Joao
appears on the stage and you can watch the incorporation of the entities like Dom Inacio, Dr.
Augusto and others. Joao leaves his body and a spiritual being enters. To see this is just
unbelievable. The face of the body of Joao changes and you really see another one using the body!
Then the incorporated entity performs some visible operations. No anesthesia and no hypnosis is
used, the persons who are being operated don't feel any pain. Neither during the operation nor
afterwards. The work is done with absolute divine perfection.
Then he leaves the stage and takes a seat in another room. There he sits until all visitors have come
to him. A long line of people with questions and requests to receive details about the next steps in
their treatments. This can be sitting in one of the Current Rooms for meditation, going to the
Magic Waterfall or undergoing an operation, which is called a Spiritual Intervention.
Most of the operations are done non-physically. The people who are scheduled for intervention are
put into a room where they have to sit silently for a while. The invisible entities perform on each
one the necessary operations. Then all have to return to their accomodations and rest for 24 hours.
In this way about 1000 people are operated a day! But it is not only Joao and Dom Inacio who do
the work at the Casa, there are thousands of spiritual beings, helpers and angels. It is said that
everyone who visits the Casa has a whole team of spiritual beings around him who take care of the
invisible treatments.
This was a very rough overview about the activities at the Casa. The actual experiences of course
can hardly be described. As long as you are in Abadiania you are bathed in Love and Divine Bliss.

Wednesday
Now with this background I can tell about my personal experiences and transformations. On
Wednesday we gathered in the entrance hall directly near the stage so that we could see everything
perfectly. I had no big expectations so I was just sitting there on the ground waiting with nothing on
my mind. After some minutes I felt some strange sensation in my heart. I suddenly perceived a vast
field of loving entities. These beings radiated so much love and it was infinitely smooth, like a
breeze that touches the heart. Within seconds I was completely overwhelmed, my heart opened wide
and I burst out into tears. For about 30 minutes I was in another world and the tears were running.
So this was my first healing at the Casa, even before the official program started.
When Joao entered the stage I witnessed the incorporation. I was only about 4 meters away and I
saw how another being entered his body. For a second I could perceive the space from where this
entity came, the heavenly realms. It was pure infinity, eternal love, beyond anything that could be
described. There was only vastness, I saw God in front of me using Joaos body.
Later when I stood before the entity with my question I was told to meditate. So, that's what I did in
the afternoon. I considered myself to be an advanced meditator with years of experience. But here I
experienced my limitations. We were sitting about 4 hours(!) without a single break. And this was a
normal period, often it takes even longer. The meditation is as long as the work of Joao takes, until
all have visited him. If you are advised to meditate then you find yourself sitting about 4 hours in
the morning and another 4 hours in the afternoon. Sometimes much longer. I left all physical
sensations of my body and the noise behind. For a few moments I had insights into existence
without physical body, existing in the infinite space of consciousness and bliss.
But these 4 hours have been extremely unpleasant for me. The energy of the first meditation room
hit all my blockages, I had pain almost all over the body. But I continued and when we left the Casa
in the evening we were in an ecstatic state.

Thursday
Today I continued with my meditation as I was instructed by the entity. But I failed in all possible
ways. The energy flow in the first meditation room created extreme distress in my system.
Additionally I had problems in general with noise and outside disturbances, especially annoying
neighbours. And for western people like me the circumstances for what the Brazilians call
meditation were more than unusual. As we were sitting there, a woman was constantly talking to the
group about spiritual topics. At the same time we heard the voice of the man talking from the stage
to the waiting people. Additionally music was played and there were many loud fans in the room.
But the worst was a woman sitting on my left side constantly rearranging her body so that I couldn't
sit for more than 5 minutes without being disturbed. This was far too much for me, I thought I was
getting crazy. After 2 hours of fighting with myself and the surrounding I quit and went home.
In the afternoon I again tried to meditate but this time the energy flow was so painful for me that I
also had to leave the meditation room after only one hour of sitting. So the second day was really
disappointing and my spiritual ego was severely damaged.

Another Pousada in our neighbourhood. There is a big painting of Jesus on the front. Here religion
and spirituality are not separated from the daily routine, it is part of it. Thus you find those images
everywhere.

Friday
In the morning I watched the incorporation on the stage like yesterday. Again I got a glimpse of the
consciousness beyond body, time and space. There was so much Love that I again burst out into
tears. I "saw" God. I was ready to die immediately for this. Love destroys the ego in less than a
second.
In the afternoon I had the most mysterious experience
in my life. I had a physical and thus visible operation
on the stage... About one hour before I received the
following sentence in my mind: "Dr. Augusto will
operate you".
When finally Dr. Augusto incorporated in Joaos
body he took a knife and made a deep cut near
my solar plexus. A stream of blood covered
my white cloths. Then he stitched up the
wound. I had no pain at all, not during the
intervention and not afterwards. After a few
hours in the recovery room and a really
professional wound treatment I took a taxi
and went back to my Pousada resting the
24 hours.

Saturday
The next day in the evening at the end of my rest period I didn't move the body any more. I was
lying in bed my legs and arms stretched so that the energy could flow freely. With this flow of
energy my consciousness expanded until the identification with my body was gone.

Sunday
This day was for resting. No planned activity, just processing all the impressions.

Monday
Also on this morning I was overwhelmed by the loving energy in the entrance hall. Just sitting there
is already healing. This place is so outstanding, even a few hours of sitting there and the
transformation begins. In the afternoon we visited the magic waterfall and enjoyed the water. It has
an extreme cleansing effect. When I returned from the waterfall I was laughing, just laughing.
I did not miss the opportunity to buy some of the many crystals offered in the casa store. They have
huge crystals there. If you have the money you can buy a single stone of several kilograms.

Tuesday
Another day off :-) We prepared our questions for the next Casa days.

Frutti's is the place to relax and enjoy all kinds of delecious fruit drinks.

Wednesday
Today I was advised by the entity to undergo another spiritual intervention next morning. This time
I decided for an invisible operation. I didn't want to have another wound on my physical body and
wanted to see the difference between a physical and an energetic operation. When I stood before
Joao he took my hand and looked at me. In this second so much love was flowing that again the
tears where flowing.

Thursday
The day of the second operation. About 5 minutes before we were guided into the operation room a
strong energy moved along my spine. And then I saw images of another planet. I saw the buildings
and life there, how it felt, the energy blueprint of this system. It was dramatic, I never experienced
something like that before. I have no idea what planet that was, maybe it was my origin from where
I came. The structures and the life there were an expression of inner silence. They reflected the
spiritual majority of the inhabitants. Peace, there where no problems, all in harmony with existence.
I have no idea about the meaning of these images, what I should do with it.
This night was also my first "White Night". The seventh night after a spiritual intervention a certain
ritual is performed which allows the entities to finish all that couldn't be done during the operation
and to remove stitches in case of a non-physical operation. For a western mind this sounds
absolutely unbelievable. An operation in the physical body, but done completely energetically
without any wounds!
My impression was, that a physical intervention is much more exhaustive than an energetic one. But
it is said that the final result for the healing process is the same, there is no difference.

Friday
The day before our departure from Abadiania. I had what is called the "Revisao", a revision. It
happens seven days after an operation. Joao removed the stitches of the physical operation and said
"finished". Again no pain at all.

A new day in Abadiania, a new day of hope and healing for hundreds of people.

Saturday
We were so full of impressions from the past 14 days that it will probably take weeks to digest it. I
am deeply thankful for every minute I was allowed to stay in this sacred place of Brazil. Of course
all other members of my group also went through deep transformation processes. There are many
other things that could be reported but I think it is better you experience it yourself. What I have
seen in Abadiania is the greatest mystery and I would like to return there as soon as possible.
If you have a closed heart, just go to the happy smiling man in the wheelchair, talk to him and hug
him. You will see what's going to happen...
As far as I can see the main issue for which I traveled to Abadiania has been dissolved by the
physical operation.
Brazil has millions of gem stones but the most precious one is Joao de Deus.
He has treated over 11 Million people in 30 years.
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